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SHORTER NOTES

The purpose of this department is to publish very short papers of unusually

polished character, for which there is no other outlet.

ON AN INEQUALITY OF OSGOOD, PHILLIPS AND SARNAK

HAROLD WIDOM

(Communicated by Paul S. Muhly)

ABSTRACT. In their work [4, 5] on isospectral families for the Laplacian

Osgood, Phillips and Sarnak needed and proved the following inequality: For

any real-valued function <j> belonging to the Sobolev space Hx/2 (= W1'2,2) of the

unit circle and satisfying the side condition J e*e*0 d6 = 0 one has

e* de - — j 4>d0 <Í]T*|¿(fc)|

k=l

where 4>(k) is the kth Fourier coefficient of ¡p. Without the side condition the

factor t; does not appear on the right side and the inequality is the first

Lebedev-Milin inequality [1, §5.1]. The purpose of this note is to show that

these are the first two of a series of inequalities which follow quickly from some

theorems of G. Szegö on Toeplitz determinants.

Given a nonnegative integrable function / on the unit circle one defines the

associated Toeplitz determinants by

Dn(f) - det(f(i - j))i,j=0,...,n-

We have, first, the following family of inequalities:

For any n = 0,1,...

(1) iogL>n(e*)-ILtI ftftdeKJTkimi2.
W    J k=l

Equality holds if e~^ is a trigonometric polynomial of degree at most n + 1.

To prove this we quote first the Szegö limit theorem [3, 5.5(a)] which states

(after taking logarithms) that

(2) hm (log £>n(e*) - ^ - / 4>d0\        ") *#(fc)l¿i™{los^)-^/^} = £'
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and then the simpler fact [3, 5.5(5)] that the sequence

(3) ilogDn(e*)-Z±±J4>de\

is nondecreasing. Thus each term of the sequence is less than or equal to its limit

and (1) follows from (2). The assertion concerning equality in (1) follows from [3,

5.3(23)]: If e-* is a trigonometric polynomial of degree n + 1 then the terms of the

sequence (3) with n replaced by m are constant for m > n. Taking the limit as

m —* oo and using (2) shows that we have equality in (1) in this case.

Suppose now that c6 satisfies the side conditions

fe*etm6d6 = 0        (m=l,...,n).

Then Dn(e*) is the determinant of an (n + 1) x (n + 1) diagonal matrix each of

whose diagonal entries equals (27r)_1 Je*dö. So

Dn(e*) = {±jeUe)n+l

in this case and (1) becomes

with equality if, for example, e-* = a + ¿>sin(n + 1)0 (|6| < a).

The knowledgeable reader might object that the proof of Szegö's limit theorem

to which we referred requires a smoothness condition on 4>- There are two reasons

why this causes no problem. The first is that (2) holds without this extra condition

[2]. The other is that, even if it did not, it is a simple matter to show that inequality

(1) for smooth <f> implies the inequality for general <f).
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